ABSTRACT Feature extraction is a critical stage of digital speech processing systems. Quality of features is of great importance to provide a solid foundation upon which the subsequent stages stand. Distinctive phonetic features (DPFs) are one of the most representative features of the speech signals. The significance of DPFs is in their ability to provide abstract description of the places and manners of articulation of the language phonemes. A phoneme's DPF element reflects unique articulatory information about that phoneme. Therefore, there is a need to discover and investigate each DPF element individually in order to achieve a deeper understanding and to come up with a descriptive model for each one. Such fine-grained modeling will satisfy the uniqueness of each DPF element. In this paper, the problem of DPF modeling and extraction of modern standard Arabic is tackled. Due to the remarkable success of deep neural networks (DNNs) that are initialized using deep belief networks (DBNs) in serving DSP applications and its capability of extracting highly representative features from the raw data, we exploit its modeling power to investigate and model the DPF elements. DNN models are compared with the classical multilayer perceptron (MLP) models. The representativeness of several acoustic cues for different DPF elements was also measured. This paper is based on formalizing DPF modeling problem as a binary classification problem. Because the DPF elements are highly imbalanced data, evaluating the quality of models is a very tricky process. This paper addresses the proper evaluation measures satisfying the imbalanced nature of the DPF elements. After modeling each element individually, the two top-level DPF extractors are designed: MLP-and DNN-based extractors. The results show the quality of DNN models and their superiority over MLPs with accuracies of 89.0% and 86.7%, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Feature extraction is an essential preprocessing stage of digital speech processing systems serving several applications such as automatic speech recognition (ASR), speaker identification, speech prosody analysis, and many others. The role of the feature extraction stage is to extract representative acoustic and/or phonetic features from the speech waveform that will be used by the subsequent stages of the system. Substituting raw data by the extracted features is motivated by the value those features add to the system performance. That is, the raw data suffers from dependence on many factors that may degrade system performance such
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as inter-or intra-speaker variability, level of ambient noise and quality of the acquired speech signal. On the other hand, the extracted features vary in their immunity against those variations and in their suitability to different applications. Moreover, the extracted features play a remarkable role in the dimensionality reduction of the system primary input, which positively contributes to reducing system's complexity and enhancing efficiency of resource utilization. Some examples of widely used acoustic features are the mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), Fourier transform spectrum, linear predictive coding (LPC), short-time energy, zero-crossing rate (ZCR) and pitch frequency.
Other relevant and highly descriptive features that represent speech waveform are the distinctive phonetic features (DPFs) [1] that are the main focus of this paper. A DPF vector is a set of binary elements that uniquely describes the articulatory and phonetic properties of phonemes [1] . It describes the presence or absence of certain elements of a language phonology by marking them, conventionally, as ''+'' or ''-'', respectively. For instance, the phoneme /θ / can be described phonetically as an unvoiced, fricative, interdental consonant. Therefore, a possible DPF vector that describes /θ / based on the aforementioned elements is: voiced-, fricative +, interdental +, consonant +. DPFs are language dependent since different languages have different sets of DPF elements.
A. BACKGROUND ON DPFS
Phonemes can be distinguished from one another by their combinations of DPF elements that are unique for each phoneme. The finite set of DPF combinations are presented in the human brain and manifested by the speaker's vocal system when uttering phonemes. Phoneme utterance can be considered as a realization of its DPF elements [2] . An example of discrimination between phonemes using DPFs is the case of the bilabial stops /p/ and /b/. All DPF elements of those phonemes are identical except the voicing element. That is, generating the phoneme /b/ involves vocal folds' vibration, which is a brain activity that is described by setting the voicing element as ''+''. On the other hand, no vocal folds' vibration in /p/ and, consequently, the voicing element is describing as ''-'' in the DPF element vector [2] .
The literature of phonology provides well-defined, language-specific tables listing the finite presumed values of DPF vectors [3] . However, a DPF vector of a spoken phoneme should not necessarily be identical to the theoretical presumption. That is due to a contextual variation known as the coarticulation effect. That is, the shape of vocal tract changes according to the uttered phoneme, but there is limitation in the change rate, which causes DPF elements to change gradually during the transition period. Thus, adjacent phonemes will overlap due to that smooth transition and, consequently, may gain or lose some features by influencing one another [4] .
The ability of DPFs to describe speech signal contextually and phonetically makes them of great advantage in enhancing systems performance and robustness [4] . Those benefits can be maximized if language-specific studies are conducted. This paper reports the work of modeling DPFs of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). The DPF elements considered in this study are listed in Table 1 [1] .
B. DPF EXTRACTION: LITERATURE REVIEW
Several efficient studies aiming at extracting DPFs are published. A study targeting Japanese DPF extraction using multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is reported in [5] . That work investigated the efficiency of two types of acoustic features for DPF extraction: local features (LFs) and MFCC, where superiority was observed for the former. In [6] , the representativeness of two statistical distributions for the Japanese DPF elements are examined. Namely, those are the normal distribution and the logarithmic normal distribution. DPFs were extracted using an MLP. The logarithmic normal distribution showed better representation for the DPF elements under study. Another study targeting Japanese DPF extraction is reported in [7] with a main goal of eliminating the effect of speaker gender in ASR systems. Three MLP-based DPF extractors were used: one trained by male speakers, one trained by female speakers and one trained by both. Results proved the advantage of using DPFs in eliminating the gender influence. The work presented in [8] examined the efficiency of Japanese DPFs in eliminating some hidden factors in speech such as speed and style. Incorporating DPFs was of great advantage towards achieving that goal. The use of DPFs for automatic segmentation of Japanese speech was proposed in [4] . Different combinations of artificial neural networks (ANNs) were examined for DPF extraction. Those combinations were made using MLP, recurrent neural networks (RNN) and modular RNN (MRNN). The acoustic features used were MFCC and LF. Results showed that the combination of RNN and MLP scored the best performance. In a similar study published in [9] , the advantage of using DPFs for speech segmentation was examined with the goal of achieving accurate segmentation and high recognition performance for less computational cost. Also several combinations of DPF extractors that are based on MLP, RNN and MRNN were experimented. Good results were achieved when combining RNN and MLP. The study reported in [10] addressed DPF element extraction of American English using a MLP that was modeled using Deep Neural Networks (DNNs). That study showed that network nodes have different tendencies toward representing three categories of phonetic information. Namely, those categories are: place of articulation, manner of articulation, and voicing. A DPF extractor for Bengali Language was proposed in [11] . LF and MFCC were extracted, before being converted to DPF using a MLP. Two extra steps for enhancement and inhibition were performed, which showed improvement in system performance. In a recent study targeting Bengali Language, phoneme classification based on phonetic features using DNN was reported [12] . The DNN showed superiority over two baseline systems, which are MLP and Hidden Markov Model (HMM).
C. MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES
The aforementioned studies presented converting acoustic features to DPFs where all DPF elements were extracted using one common ANN. However, each DPF has its own unique nature that requires handling each case individually. Recall that DPFs provide an abstract description of vocal tract activates, which are, in turn, manifested by a set of acoustic cues. For instance, voicing indicates whether the vocal folds vibrate or not, which can be detected acoustically by measuring the pitch frequency. On the other hand, pitch frequency gives a weak clue when discriminating vowel and consonant phonetic features, which can be efficiently detected by the short-time energy. This fact urges the need to investigate each DPF element separately and tailor different solutions satisfying the specific requirements of each DPF element individually. Moreover, the fact that each language has its unique DPF system would advocate on the necessity of tackling Arabic DPF and justifies the value of such contribution.
In this work, a fine-grained DPF acoustic-to-phonetic convertor is proposed where element modeling is formalized as a binary classification problem. That is, an ANNbased classifier is designed specifically for a certain DPF element to decide wither it is + or −. Each ANN model accepts input vectors consisting of a selected set of acoustic cues. Due to its significant modeling power, DNNs that are initialized using Deep Belief Networks (DBNs) [13] are exploited in this work to model DPF elements. Extraction of DPF vectors is achieved by models collaboration. That is, each model is designed specifically for a particular bit of the binary vector, such that by concatenating the outputs of those models, the full DPF vector is formed.
This paper reports the experimental work carried out to achieve the following objectives:
• Evaluating the representativeness and efficiency of different acoustic features in extracting each DPF element.
• Developing element-specific models using MLPs and DBN-initialized DNNs (the later will be referred to as DNNs hereafter).
• Evaluating the modeling efficiency of each model and comparing DNNs to MLPs.
• Deploying the DNNs and the MLPs in top-level DPF extractors that extract full DPF vectors.
II. BACKGROUND ON DEEP BELIEF NETWORKS
A promising trend in digital speech processing applications goes toward using deep structures for MLPs (those made of more than one hidden layer), which is also known as deep neural networks (DNNs), as a high-quality acoustic model. That is motivated by the fact that the deeper the MLP is, the more accurate its performance becomes if a good weight initialization is provided [14] . Moreover, deep structure enhances the capability of modeling complex relationships with high degree of nonlinearity such as acoustic modeling [14] - [16] . However, training deep MLPs is challenged by the possibility of overfitting and the demand for very high computational power. Those drawbacks are believed to be consequences of the traditional way of initializing weights as small random values [15] . A generative model that is used for more efficient weight initialization can be achieved using the Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) [13] , [17] . An RBM is a bipartite graph of two layers: a visible layer and a hidden layer. The term ''restricted'' refers to prohibiting any connection between units of the same layer. RBMs are pre-trained to generate initialization values where that generative model is called a DBN. Weights that are initialized with DBN also needs to be fine-tuned. After pre-training and fine-tuning, the DNN is deemed ready [13] - [15] . The advantages of using DBNs to initialize DNNs for digital speech processing applications has been demonstrated in the literature. Some of the original studies in that context are [15] - [25] .
A. PRE-TRAINING OF RBM
The pre-training process of a stack of RBMs is illustrated through the example of Fig. 1(a) . The two RBMs are pretrained sequentially. That is, the first RBM is pre-trained completely before it feeds its output to the second RBM that will use it for pre-training. The input to the first RBM is real-valued data with Gaussian noise while the output is binary. The Gaussian noise at the i th visible unit has standard deviation of σ i [15] , [16] . Such an RBM is called GaussianBernoulli after its input and output datatypes. The second RBM is called Bernoulli-Bernoulli referring to its binary input and output. Typically, in digital speech processing applications, the first RBM is Gaussian-Bernoulli whereas all subsequent RBMs are Bernoulli-Bernoulli. That is also applicable to this work.
An RBM consists of a number of V visible units and H hidden units whose energies are determined as a function of weights, states and biases. The i th visible unit has state v i and bias a i . Similarly, the j th hidden unit has state h j and bias b j . If the weight between the two unites is w ij , then, the energy of the Gaussian-Bernoulli RBM is computed as [15] , [17] (1) and the energy of the Bernoulli-Bernoulli RBM is computed as [15] , [17] 
The probability p(v, h) of the joint configuration between visible and hidden units and the probability p(v) of a configuration of a visible unite are determined by normalizing the energy by the partitioning function as follows [15] , [17] 
B. PARAMETER FINE-TUNING
The final step towards creating a DNN is the fine-tuning of the pre-training outcomes that are the set of weights w i and biases b i . First, as illustrated in the example of Fig. 1(b) , those values are used to initialize an ordinary feedforward MLP consisting of as many hidden layers as there are RBMs and of the same number of units per layer as well. A softmax output layer is stacked on top of the last hidden layer to generate the class label decisions [15] . Finally, fine-tuning of the initialized parameters is carried out by means of supervised training before having the DNN ready. VOLUME 7, 2019
III. DPF MODELING
The work of modeling DPF elements of MSA phonemes is reported. Each element is modeled using a binary classifier specialized in extracting that particular DPF element. All DPF elements listed in Table 1 are targeted. Extracting each element is tackled as a binary classification problem since an element has only two states: + or −. Therefore, extracting a full DPF vector is achieved using an array of those classifiers. That top-level extractor consists of as many classifiers as there are DPF elements per phoneme. The DPF extractor developed in this work produces output that implies some redundancy. That is, it provides binary values of DPF elements even for the mutually exclusive pairs of elements such as voiced/unvoiced, vowel/consonant, fricative/affricative. That redundancy is considered for two reasons: (i) to raise a flag about invalid outputs (i.e, DPF vectors that do not match any vector in the language reference table, and, hence, not making sense), (ii) and to reduce the effect of confusing errors (i.e., output vectors that have error bits and yet match another existing DPF vector). For instance, if the output vector indicates voiced +, we also double check for unvoiced-in the same vector before concluding it is a voiced phoneme. If both elements are -or both are +, we would conclude that this output is invalid and should be discarded as it does not make sense Also, for the same example, the possibility of having a confusing error is reduced because such error will occur only when both elements (i.e, voiced and unvoiced in our example) are in error simultaneously, and the resultant binary vector matches another existing one. When the feature space is large, the joint occurrence of those two conditions is less likely. With such redundancy in the system, invalid outputs are detected and confusing outputs are reduced. However, in case when it is desirable to get rid of such redundancy (for the purpose of dimensionality reduction for instance), the extractor is already designed in a way that allows for that. Since each element value is determined independently of the rest of the elements in the vector, any combination of elements of any length can be made. Thus, mutually exclusive pairs can be simply collapsed when it is desirable.
A. DATASET AND FEATURE EXTRACTION
This work uses KACST Arabic Phonetic Database (KAPD) [26] consisting of 35,981 phonemes, which is a total of 1.2 hours. KAPD is an MSA speech corpus of isolated words. Its audio material was recorded by seven male speakers. The corpus is split into a training subset and a test subset with split percentages of 71% and 29%, respectively. Phoneme level segmentation of KAPD was done manually by trained personnel and under expert supervision.
An important task is to measure the representativeness of the different acoustic features for each DPF element. For example, the ZCR are known of its significance when discriminating between voiced and unvoiced phonemes, but it is not as good as the short-time energy when discriminating between vowels and consonants [27] , [28] . There are several published attempts to link between acoustic cues and some DPF elements. Those studies targeted Arabic [29] - [31] and several other languages [32] - [35] . They presented very good results, but they only consider a few DPF elements. It is necessary to consider a wider range of elements in order to reach a better association between acoustic and phonetic features as we attempt to do here. In this part of the work, eight different combinations formed from the acoustic features listed in Table 2 are subject to assessment. The table shows Endeavors of this work are done in three stages: 1. Selecting the proper acoustic feature combination for each DPF element based on performance of MLP classifiers. Performance is evaluated as discussed later in Section IV.A using the following evaluation measures: the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC), the Geometric Mean (GM), and the F-measure. 2. Designing the DNN classifiers considering acoustic features selected in the previous stage. 3. Building the top-level DPF extractor. Those stages are discussed in details in the following.
B. DESIGN AND STRUCTURE OF MLP MODELS
In this stage, each DPF element of MSA is subject to an experiment carried out to answer the following questions: (i) What MLP structure should be considered for that element's classifier? (ii) Which input vector from Table 2 should be associated with that particular DPF element? Therefore, the experiments involve the following activities:
1. For one particular DPF element, experiments of MLP design, training and testing are carried out covering all eight input combinations listed in Table 2 . Each input vector is extracted from 15 frames per phoneme. 2. Adjusting the number of hidden layers and layer width of each MLP. Tune-up values range from 1 to 8 hidden layers and layer width range from 50% to 150% of the input vector width. 3. Based on performance evaluation of all possible classifiers of steps 1 and 2, the best MLP structure and input vector are nominated to model the DPF element under investigation. 4. Steps 1 to 3 are applied on each one of the 31 DPF elements.
C. DESIGN AND STRUCTURE OF DNN MODELS
Experiments of this stage of work focus on the structure of the DNN models. The DBN implementation of [36] The MLP and DNN models that are obtained through the experiments of Sections III.A and III.B are listed in Table 3 .
The experiments of Section III.A and III.B were reported briefly in [37] .
D. THE TOP-LEVEL DPF EXTRACTORS
Two extractors are built using the MLP and DNN models achieved in the previous sections. One DPF extractor is built using only MLPs while the other one using only DNNs. The extractors perform the function of acoustic-to-phonetic conversion. The architecture of the two extractors is illustrated in Fig. 2 . As shown in the figure, each extractor is built as an array of classifiers where each classifier decides on one bit of the 31-bit output. That is, the final output is a direct concatenation of the classifiers' outputs. Ideally, that vector should match one valid DPF vector of those listed in Table 1 representing a language phoneme.
The design also includes a block that is responsible for assigning the proper combination of acoustic features to each classifier. Those assignments and structures are hard-coded in light of the decisions captured in Table 3 .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. PERFORMANCE OF BINARY CLASSIFIERS
There are 62 models for the 31 DPF elements to be evaluated. Evaluating such number of models is a time consuming task. Therefore, holdout cross-validation is a computationally efficient method and very suitable for the data of KAPD that has no overlap between speakers of the training and test subsets. The original split of KAPD (71% and 29% for training and test subsets, respectively) is maintained. Training and test of each classifier is repeated more than 100 times involving random shuffling of the data of each subset. After that, few repetitions of 5-fold cross-validation are applied by merging and shuffling the two subsets used earlier and res-splitting them into 80% and 20% training and test subsets, respectively. The results observed in the 5-fold method confirms the results of the holdout method. Applying the 5-fold cross validation implies circulating the test subset through the dataset and thus avoid overfitting and the use of development set in the context of the amount of available data. Such circulation of test subset also ensures that system evaluation is carried out using a subset that has not been seen by the system before.
The accuracy results of each classification models are reported in Tables 4 and 5 for the MLPs and DNNs, respectively. Those tables present the confusion matrices of the classifiers. One should be careful when interpreting the accuracy scores of DPF element classification since wrong conclusions could be drawn. That is, in fact, due to the imbalanced distribution of + and -classes in MSA phonology in general and in KAPD corpus in particular. Classifying imbalanced data is always associated with the accuracy paradox [38] , which states that a classifier of higher accuracy is not necessarily better than a lower-accuracy one. This is because a minority class is overshadowed by the population of a majority class. Consequently, the minority class has a negligible impact on the overall accuracy even if all occurrences of the minority class are mistakenly classified as in the case of a naive classifier. Fig. 3 shows the +/-distribution for each DPF element. Fig. 3(a) depicts the distribution in MSA phonology assuming some virtual corpus whose phonemes have a uniform frequency of occurrence while Fig. 3(b) shows the distributions based on the actual phoneme frequency of occurrence of KAPD. It is clear that, in KAPD data, most of the elements show imbalanced distribution, where the ''-'' class has the dominant population across elements except in the case of the ''continuant'' element in which the ''+'' class is the majority. However, there are only four elements that are almost balanced: the ''anterior'', the ''consonant'', the ''coronal'' and the ''voiced'' features.
The results illustrated in Tables 4 and 5 clearly demonstrate the presence of the accuracy paradox in those results. It is observed that the accuracy of a classifier is highly misleading and does not reflect the classifier's true performance most of the time. For instance, when comparing the results of the ''labiovelar'' element, the DNN performs better than the MLP based on the ''+'' class accuracies, which are 66% and 47%, respectively. Despite that, they both seem at equal performance if assessed based on the overall accuracy (both score 99%) or the ''-'' class accuracy (both score 100%). Most of the elements in the two tables suffer from the same problem. Thus, accuracy is not a valid performance measure for DPF elements classification.
Nevertheless, there are measures that can accurately evaluate performance of imbalanced data classifiers. Three measures that are widely used are (i) the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC), (ii) the Geometric Mean (GM), and (iii) the F-measure [39] . Those three measures are computed assuming that the true positive rate (TPR) and the true negative rate (TNR) are the accuracies of the minority and the majority classes, respectively. We use those measures to evaluate MLPs against their corresponding DNNs.
The ROC graphically depicts the false positive rate (FPR) versus TPR in the horizontal and vertical axes of the xyplane, respectively. The benefit of incorporating the FPR, which is inversely proportional to TNR, is to ensure that a classier does not enhance TPR by jeopardizing TNR. Both of them must be high and that what the ROC measures. In an ideal case, the ROC curve should pass through the (0,1)-point (the upper left corner of the plane). In practice, the more the ROC curve is close to that point, the better the performance of the classifier. That shape can be quantitatively described by the area under the curve (AUC), which is proportional to classifier performance. The AUC of the ROC of a binary classifier is calculated as [39] : Fig. 4 depicts the ROC plots of the 31 classifier pairs. The AUC of those ROCs are illustrated and compared in Fig. 5(a) , which shows superiority of the DNNs over MLPs in modeling DPF elements. It is worth mentioning that for each ROC VOLUME 7, 2019 curve shown in the figure, the values of TPR and FPR are selected for one particular model that is, in turn, selected after iterative experiments. Since those experiments do not involve any threshold adjustment, the ROC curves are not drawn as a function of threshold, but based on fixed TPR and FPR pairs.
The GMs of the results of the classifier pairs are also computed. That measure provides a balanced quantity of the TPR and the TNR such that any degradation in either one will result in low GM. The GM is calculated as [39] 
Also, classifiers are evaluated using the F-measure. That is the harmonic mean of TPR and Positive Predictive Value (PPV), which is also known as precision. PPV measures the proportion of true positives among the total positive predictions returned by the classifier. The F-measure is calculated as follows [39] :
The results of the GM and the F-measure are depicted in Fig. 5(b)-(c) , respectively. As in the AUC results, the DNNs also record higher GM and F-measure scores. Therefore, the advantage of using the DNNs to model DPF elements is clearly observed on those charts. While evaluating the modeling quality for each individual element is important, we still need to evaluate the quality of those classifiers when they collaborate to deliver a meaningful DPF vector. This part is discussed next.
B. PERFORMANCE OF THE TOP-LEVEL DPF EXTRACTOR
It is of great importance to evaluate the performance of the classifiers' collaboration to accomplish the ultimate mission of extracting a sensible combination of DPFs rather than producing a meaningless array of binary elements. That is analogous to evaluating someone's capability to handwrite single litters, versus the capability to handwrite correctly spelled words of those single letters. A DPF vector that is produced by the extractor should, ideally, match one of the unique vectors listed in Table 1 . Thus, evaluation of the extractors' outcomes is carried out by finding a match in that lookup table.
In practice, DPF vectors of spoken phonemes are expected to deviate slightly from the reference lookup table, which is based on general theoretical phonology. One reason for that is the coarticulation effect. Deviations that fall in that category are unavoidable even under ideal conditions of perfect DPF models. However, some deviation could also occur due to modeling imperfectness, which must be reduced to minimum. Thus, the DPF extractor bears a part of responsibility of vector deviation to certain degree, which must be evaluated. Therefore, when evaluating a practical DPF extractor, some tolerance should be considered to satisfy the coarticulation effect rather than anticipating a 100% similarity to a reference vector. In this work, we accept no less than 90% similarity, which implies an error tolerance of 3 bits out of 31. Similarity is measured using Hamming distance. That is, any vector that measures Hamming distance not greater than 3 bits form a valid reference vector is considered a match. An output vector that fails to match any reference vector in the lookup table is declared an invalid-output and scores an extraction error. There is also the confusion error that occurs when some erroneous output vector matches an existing vector of a wrong phoneme.
The two DPF extractors are evaluated: The MLP-based and the DNN-based. Their performance is measured based on the correct matches with the reference entries of the lookup table. Both extractors are fed with the test subset of KAPD.
The overall matching rate of each extractor is evaluated under the practical considerations (90% acceptable similarity) in addition to considering ideal case (theoretically 100% acceptable similarity), which are both summarized in Table 6 . The table shows that the DNN-based extractor outperformed the MLP-based one based on their overall matching rates of 89.0% and 86.7%, respectively. For the theoretical (ideal) case, the DNN-based extractor also shows superiority over the MLP-based one by achieving matching rate of 56.6% and 64.0%, respectively. The discussion hereafter will consider the 90% similarity lower bound that is reasonably strict.
The confusion matrices of the two extractors are visualized in Fig. 6 . The diagonals of the two matrices are separately depicted and compared in Fig. 7 . The DNN-based extractor achieves higher matching rates as can be deduced from the two figures. The off-diagonal values represent the two types of errors: the invalid-outputs and the confusions. By comparing the two confusion matrices, there are 1.2 times as many errors introduced by the MLP-based extractor as there are errors introduced by the DNN-based one. While all errors are undesirable, confusion errors are considered worse than invalid-output errors. That is because invalid-outputs are detectable by applications while confusions are totally ambiguous. The DNN-based extractor commits 1057 confusions and 62 invalid-output errors compared to 1296 and 56, respectively, for the MLP-based extractor. That is, the DNNbased extractor does not only introduce less errors, but also the ratio of its invalid errors to its total errors is greater than that ratio of the MLP-based, which is an advantage for the DNN-based extractor.
However, Fig. 7 shows that the MLP-based extractor achieves slightly competitive matching rates in extracting the following phonemes: /sil, ð, z, s, , f, m, n, a, , /. Actually, the difference is very marginal and insignificant, if at all, as can be seen in the figure. Moreover, those cases are overshadowed by the overall performance of the DNN-based extractor. In fact, that marginal shortage in performance of the DNN-based extractor could be due to training data inadequacy since deep learning techniques are known of their high demand for big training datasets.
The histograms of the Hamming distance values of the outcomes of the two extractors are illustrated in Fig. 8 . Bin 0 indicates vectors that are extracted with no error bits. Bins 1 to 3 represent yet correct outcomes, but with tolerable errors, i.e., no more than 3 bits in error. The rest of the bins represent incorrect extractions that cannot find matches in the lookup table. As the histogram shows, the majority of results of the two extractors are of zero Hamming distance. However, the chart shows that the DNN-based extractor scores more zero-distance outputs than the MLP-based one by recording 64% versus 57%, respectively, which indicates better performance of the former. The DNN-based results that are within 1-bit, 2-bit and 3-bit distances from the reference vectors are 10%, 8% and 6%, respectively, which is better than those of the MLP-based outcomes that record 13%, 10% and 7%, respectively. As mentioned earlier, the coarticulation effect and the quality of the DPF extractor both contribute to the imperfect match between output and reference vectors. Since the two extractors are evaluated using the same corpus, the responsibility of the coarticulation effect is eliminated. Therefore, the Hamming distance histogram evaluation discussed so far measures the extractor's contribution to that deviation. Therefore, the DNN-based extractor bears less responsibility for matching imperfectness than the MLP-based extractor.
The aforementioned discussions demonstrate the modeling power of DNN and its superiority over MLP when deployed for DPF modeling and extraction. A summary of the discussions of the top-level extractors' results is in Table 7 .
It is essential to compare the results of the current work to some related published studies. In fact, it is not possible in our case to conduct a valid comparison because this paper presents pioneer work of Arabic DPF modeling. To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing work on Arabic we can compare to. Moreover, it is yet invalid to conduct cross-language comparisons due to a very fundamental reason, which is that DPF modeling is a language-dependent problem that requires language-specific solutions. Referring to references [4] - [11] that was reviewed in the introduction, which are very significant studies in the context of DPF modeling. They only present comparisons between results of different techniques that are achieved within the same paper, or they compare to results of another paper yet done for the same language [9] , [11] . That is due to the invalidity of cross-language comparisons of DPF modeling results. Even applying their models on our corpus will not work because their models are tailored for the DPF elements of their own languages, which are different than DPF elements of MSA.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The work of modeling DPFs was reported. The advantage of using deep learning in DPF modeling and extraction was examined. The experiments covered 31 DPF elements of MSA. A pair of models (MLP and DNN) was designed for each DPF element. Several combinations of acoustic cues were examined to determine which combination can efficiently represent a DPF element. Acoustic cues representativeness was determined based on MLP performance. After that, DNN classifiers were designed based on those combinations. Several experiments were carried out for the purpose of tuning-up structures of MLPs and DNNs. Finally, the resultant models are used for DPF vector extraction. Two extractors were developed: an MLP-based and a DNN-based DPF extractor.
The MLP and DNN models were evaluated bearing in mind their imbalanced nature. For such kind of data, accuracy is not a valid measure. Rather, results were evaluated using AUC of ROC, GM, and F-measure. The DNN models outperformed the MLP models by all measures. For the top-level extractors, the DNN-based extractor also outran the MLP-based extraction by scoring matching rates of 89.0% and 86.7%, respectively. The detailed phonemes matching rates also demonstrates the efficiency of the DNN-based extractor as deduced from the confusion matrices of Fig. 6 . Beside its lower error rate in general, the DNN-based extractor tends to commit less confusion errors than the MLP-based extractor does. Moreover, it was found that the DNN-based extractor has more robustness in producing error-free vectors as concluded for the bit-level error histogram of Fig. 8 .
DBN has served in many applications of digital speech processing and the outcomes of this work demonstrated the advantage of using DBN-initialized DNNs for acoustic-tophonetic conversion. Also, the degree of representativeness of some acoustic cues for DPF elements are discovered. Enhancing the performance of DPF extractors would allow incorporating phonetic features in solving many problems in digital speech processing. Therefore, the results achieved in this paper provides better understating for DPFs and sets the foundation for more advanced works in this context.
